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By Karen Russell '06Soa (Knopf). At no other time are you both a product of your environment and in childhood, and adolescence is when you first leave it - in a case of adaptation or dying. Writer Karen Russell's own upbringing in the Florida Everglades is inspiration for her debut collection of stories, St. Lucy's Home for Girls Raised by Wolves, which fantastically depicts young
characters so particular to the region that they seem to have crawled out of a primordial swamp. There's 12-year-old Ava, who watches over her family's gator theme park and her older sister's sexual awakening. In a dream camp for messy dreamers, young Elijah spends his cunning summer foreseeing disasters he didn't know have already happened, such as Vesuvius and the
bubonic plague. And in the title story, Claudette and her lupine-raised schoolmates learn the simplest points of human posture and the ways of Sister Mary of the Guard. Russell vividly represents the penumbral atmosphere of the swamp and the adventures it inspires. As a collection of first-person narratives, St. Lucy's Home necessarily deals with teen storytelling, how teenagers
see and explain their world. Tales of the advanced age often depict adolescence as a kind of postcolonial country, where its citizens mock parental authority and insularity. Most pre-stayers aren't sure what to make of their newly granted independence: Do they follow their parents' modelling and beliefs or make their own? In Ava Wrestles the Alligator, Ava's decision is further
complicated by the death of her mother, who at the same time cuts the umbilical cord and adds the burden of having to help run the family business. Ava ends up taking the middle path: following the lead of her teenage older sister. As she can't completely shake her family's demands, Ava makes a more stealthy remark than mimicking her sister's sexuality: Her boyfriends
possess her in a different way. They steal over it, silky in the ears and mouth and lungs, stealthy and ubiquitous, such as disease or swallowed water. I see his metamorphosis in guilty and greedy increments. Russell has a gift for arresting similes, which represent Ava's simultaneous fascination and repulsion. Ava speaks with adult eloquence, but the reader believes so because
Ava's conflicting reaction seems so appropriate for her age. However, when Ava tries to recap the gravity of the scene, with an installation beyond her years, she jokes about suspending the reader's disbelief. And I have this peculiar knot of fear and wonder and anger, the shell that sustains my childhood. Ava's perspective is too distant and conscious, clearly more russell's voice
than that of the This happens in other stories in the collection, and while it is difficult to fully ignore, it does not prohibit the reader from Russell's ideas and exuberant writing. At the age of 25, Russell evokes fantastical worlds, in which the day-to-day challenges of childhood are imaginatively explored. One hopes that in the next world conjures up, he will let his characters do the
whole conversation. More From Books All from Columbia-alumni authors Voting is a cherished American right, but more than 40 percent of eligible adults do not. Erin Geiger Smith '09JRN talks about how we got here and what the future might have for Jacob Goldstein '04JRN I'm very, very jealous of Karen Russell. She went on to study creative writing at Columbia, made The
New York Magazine's list of twenty-five people to see under-twenty-sixs (and she was twenty-five when this book was published), and she also happens to be really, really talented. I bet it's really cool and her apartment is awesome and she has a lot of great shoes. St Lucy's Home for Girls Raised by Wolves (can I get it in a T-shirt or something?) is a collection of short stories that
I feel very, very jealous of Karen Russell. She went on to study creative writing at Columbia, made The New York Magazine's list of twenty-five people to see under-twenty-sixs (and she was twenty-five when this book was published), and she also happens to be really, really talented. I bet it's really cool and her apartment is awesome and she has a lot of great shoes. St Lucy's
Home for Girls Raised by Wolves (can I get it on a T-shirt or something?) is a collection of short stories that take place primarily in the same island community in Florida. I hesitate to call the stories magical realism, because it doesn't seem like the right description, but it's true that there is something magical at work in the world of these stories, and their world is not the same as
ours. In Ava Wrestles the Alligator, a girl's sister is often possessed by her ghost boyfriend. Z.Z.'s Sleep-Away Camp for Disordered Dreamers is about a camp for, among other things, insomniacs, somnambulists, night terrors, incubates and several (our narrator is in the latter category, and has dreams that predict disasters that have already happened). From Children's
Reminiscences of the Western Migration is a simple story of a pioneering family travelling on a wagon train, except that the narrator's father is a Minotaur. In the history of the title, human descendants of werewolves are rehabilitated in normal society and forced to shed their wolf characteristics. Each story is fascinating and mysterious and full of writing so beautiful that it makes
me want to cry, and the magical elements are presented in such a simple and simple way that you don't even question it and just let the prose wash over you, this beautiful passage from Haunting Olivia:On the fifth night of our quest, I see a plesiosaurus. It is a megawatt behemoth, bronze and blue-white, blue-white, across the seabed like a torpedo comet. Seeing it, I have this
déjà vu primordial, as if I had seen a dream go back to my body. It wings towards me with a slow, avian grace. Its long neck is arched in the form of an S; its lizard body is the size of the Granana carport. Each of its ghost fins pinwheels colored light. I try to get out of his way, but the thing is too big to avoid. This leviatan fin, it spreads through me. It is a light in the belly, cold and
familiar. And back to a fragment of the school, a line from a poem or a science book, I don't remember which one: There are certain prehistoric things that swim beyond extinction. But, general love aside, this is ultimately a dissatisfaction collection. Russel creates fantastic characters and scenarios, but he can't seem to find a good way to shut them down. The stories don't end,
they just stop, usually without warning, and with nothing told or learned or resolved. The only exception to this is the title story (which was also my favorite) because it is the only story in the entire collection that has a clear, middle and end principle. Everyone else, despite the skill with which they meet, leave you with a distinctly deflated feeling. Interestingly, this is making me more
interested in reading Russell's debut novel, Swamplandia (it's a continuation of the family of crocodile fighters he created at Ava Wrestles the Alligator). I'll be interested to see what Russell does when he has the length of a novel to explore the strange and fascinating worlds of his characters, and what happens when an editor forces him to write a real ending. ... more &gt; Jump to
content An original blazingly voice, a dazzling debut, an impressive discovery. The loss, love and difficult art of growing up, these stories are depfured with perverse humor and insight. Two young boys make midnight trips to a boat cemetery in search of their dead sister, who set sail in the exoskeleton of a giant crab; a boy whose dreams foresawred relentless tragedies is sent to
'Sleepaway Camp for Disordered Dreamers' (Cabin 1, Narcoleptics; Cabin 2, Insomniacs; Cabin 3, Somnambulistas. . . ); a Minotaur drives his family to the west court, and finally, in the story of the touching and hilarious title of the collection, fifteen wolf-raised girls are carefully re-civilized by nuns. These ten extraordinary stories introduce a bold new talent, and a world in which
weird and wonderful predicaments magically reveal the truth of our own lives. A very original voice, a dazzling debut, an impressive discovery. In praise for St Lucy's Home for Girls Raised by Wolves Her debut collection paints a refreshingly surreal view of small-town life... for Granta as one of america's best young novelists, Russell is an intuitive writer with a gift for stopping
independent prose Karen Russell has an attractive debut. Its ability to integrate mythology and the supernatural with the same contemporary... reminiscent of Angela Carter, but unlike Carter's many imitators, Russell never descends into whimsy... At St Lucy's, humans, ghosts and animals are completely real; and Russell sells the genuine article, a seemingly effortless writer Alisa
Cox, Mslexia Outrageously imaginative and deeply funny ... Surreal... awesome in many ways ... [Russell is] a stylist of great sophistication, and possessed of a more mature compassion for human anguish ... Her imagination is agile, like the body of a champion gymnast, and she lets it dance... Does anyone here write like this, so freely, that liveliness? A wild and brilliant first Irish
Times book These 10 inventive stories, set primarily in the Florida Everglades, mix satire and sophisticated whimsical New York Times Russell proves herself Angela Carter's heiress in this simply dazzling collection of short stories. With macabre humor, dark fantasy and a disturbing tone, this is something unforgettable, even only titles like 'Lady Yeti And The Palace Of Artificial
Snows' are amazing. Scotland on Sunday Ten hugely entertaining short stories - including the funny titular story of 15 teenage lupines - by young US writer Russell Financial Times Arcane, magical tales of teenage transformation... strongly reminiscent of Angela Carter, but wonderfully safe and refreshing in her own Guardian Delights right in the quirky... truly magical and spooky
Daily Mail environments A lush collection; each story erupts from the pages with a cacophony of images that sweeps the reader and can, at times, be overwhelming... ten imaginative and entertaining tales The Times Times
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